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In fact, the STI's finicky turbocharged flat-four cylinder engine and firm suspension can startle
even ardent driving enthusiasts. However, its tenacious all-wheel-drive system and manual-only
transmission are notable hallmarks of the sporty Subaru sedan. While the STI lacks the cargo
space of rival hi-po hatchbacks such as the Honda Civic Type R , it's better equipped to
conquer terrain in all four seasons thanks to its all-wheel drive. Sure, its noisy operation and
other obsolete attributes will cause some shoppers to spurn it, but the car's rawness and
rowdiness will fascinate masochists, er, purists. The base model does now come standard with
passive hands-free entry and push-button start. It's hard to justify the extra cost of the Limited
trim level versus the base WRX STI, because all the performance is standard on both models.
As a result, the rational half of our brain says go with the base version. It still comes with a 7.
But this old engine is not as smooth or as hard-hitting as the smaller turbo fours powering the
Subie's closest peers. Along with some initial lag from the big turbo spooling up, the engine's
lack of low-end grunt manifests in a short, punchy power delivery that can be cumbersome
around town. Working its standard six-speed manual gearbox is a must to keep the car pulling
strongly, including abusive, high-rpm clutch drops to achieve maximum acceleration from a
standstill. Driven with full fury, however, the STI's controls sync together effectively. With its
buttoned-down chassis and all-wheel-drive traction, the STI is more athletic and enjoyable on
twisty back roads than the workaday WRX. The firm suspension keeps excessive body motion
in check at the expense of some ride comfort on rougher pavement, but this hottest Subaru is
still livable as a daily driver for enthusiasts. Its electrically assisted steering is quick, direct, and
blessed with moderate feel, while the adjustable center differential allows the driver to further
fine-tune the chassis by varying the drivetrain's front-to-rear torque split. The STI's pedals are
nicely spaced for race-driver-like heel-and-toe downshifts, with the firm brake pedal returning
good initial bite and easy modulation. The WRX STI's engine is larger and of an older design
than most of today's hot four-cylinders, which, in combination with the Subaru's short gearing,
means it is the least frugal in its class. In terms of fuel-economy ratings, the EPA estimates that
some four-wheel-drive mid-size pickups will actually take you farther on a gallon of gas than the
STI. The government rates the zestiest WRX at 16 mpg in the city and 22 mpg on the highway.
During our mile fuel-economy test, it beat its highway rating by 3 mpg 25 total â€”but that still
trails rivals by several mpg. As with most sport-compact cars, the WRX STI's humble origins are
most visible inside its cabin, which is pretty basic in quality, layout, and feature count. Despite
the red seatbelts and red accents on the optional Recaro seats, the ambience is rather dark, and
the updated materials and additional sound insulation do little to elevate the STI's trappings
proportionately with its price. However, all of the Subaru's competitors are hatchbacks that
offer greater versatility for swallowing cargo. It has adequate storage for small items on its
center console, with the main spots being its console bin and smallish door pockets. Along with
a 5. While not the most advanced or highest-resolution setup on the market, it operates
intuitively and has a range of modern features. Apple CarPlay and Android Auto connectivity,
however, are not among them. Driver-assistance technology is not found on most rally cars, so
Subaru leaves it up to the driver to control the STI. However, it is available with a couple key
safety features, including:. Subaru's warranty coverage is pretty standard for this class of
compact hatchbacks. While Hyundai provides the Veloster N hot hatch with complimentary
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Reading Below. More From Subaru. Few race cars are likely to have been driven as hard as a
rally car, but this one has seen some stuff. The car has been updated to look like a model and
has had a thorough going-over from Vermont SportsCar. According to Wall Street Motorsport ,
the online auction site through which the car is being sold, the car is undergoing a refresh. That
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location cannot be displayed. We've been waiting for a new version of the Subaru WRX ever
since the redesigned Impreza compact arrived a few years ago, and it looks like we will have to
keep waiting for at least another year for it to arrive. But we already know lots of information
about the new model, and new rumors are cropping up all the time, such as the latest report
from Forbes that says the WRX STI will pack a big punch: up to horsepower's worth, to be
specific. The reported output figures of at least horsepower and lb-ft of torque for the STI are
new, though, and surprising, given that this engine makes horsepower and lb-ft of torque in its
more plebeian applications. The WRX's platform, too, will be shared with other Subaru models ,
which all ride on what the company calls its Subaru Global Platform. These underpinnings will
likely give it a lower center of gravity compared to the outgoing WRX, and all-wheel drive will be
standard, natch. It will of course have a stiffer suspension, larger brakes, and grippier tires
compared to the Impreza, and we're hoping to see the STI with those iconic gold wheels. As for
the new model's styling, Subaru has offered a few previews of what the WRX will look like in the
form of the Viziv Performance concept from a few years ago and the recently revealed
Japan-market Levorg wagon. Our artist's rendering shows a WRX that's lower, longer, and more
aggressive than the curre
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nt car, with more differentiation than before to set it apart from the mainstream Impreza sedan.
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